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We study the nature of biomolecular binding. We found that in general there exists several ther-
modynamic phases: a native binding phase, a non-native phase, and a glass or local trapping phase. The
quantitative optimal criterion for the binding specificity is found to be the maximization of the ratio of
the binding transition temperature versus the trapping transition temperature, or equivalently the ratio
of the energy gap of binding between the native state and the average non-native states versus the
dispersion or variance of the non-native states. This leads to a funneled binding energy landscape.
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Understanding biomolecular binding presents us a
great intellectual challenge [1]. There are two crucial
factors determining the binding process. One is the affin-
ity that measures the stability of associating two mole-
cules together. The other important issue is the specificity.
High affinity often cannot guarantee the specificity. This
is because many binding modes can have similar affinity,
but only a few or none bind discriminately to influence
the function [2].

In rational drug design, to reach the affinity and the
specificity, accurate estimates for both structure and bind-
ing energy are needed but unfortunately are still lacking
at present [3]. Recent advances in combinatorial chemis-
try open up a new way in the drug design industry [4].
Since sequences of small peptides can now be synthesized
quite easily and quickly, binding experiments with pep-
tides of many different sequences can be carried out.
Specific receptor-ligand complex with good binding
properties can be picked out just like the natural evolution
selection process. A statistical approach is appropriate
and necessary to characterize the sequence ensembles
of ligand binding with a particular receptor. It will help
to improve the design of the combinatorial synthesis,
characterizing the energy landscape and understanding
the underlying principles of binding.

The main difference between biomolecular folding and
binding is the presence or absence of the chain connec-
tivity [5]. The study of folding involves only one single
polypeptide chain, while the binding occurs with at least
two chains. It has long been recognized that the hydro-
phobic interactions are the driving force for both of these
processes although it is quantitatively less for the binding
process. This is due to the less freedom for the backbone
to alter the configuration to obtain a larger extent of
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compromises between the stability of preassociated bind-
ing biomolecules where less hydrophobic residues are
exposed and the stability of the binding complex where
more hydrophobic residues contribute to the hydrophobic
interfaces of the binding. The long-range electrostatic
interactions are believed to play the role of guiding and
steering and also provide certain although somewhat
smaller contributions to the energetics of the binding
process. Biomolecular folding can be viewed as selective
self-binding. So the folding and binding can be viewed as
a similar process, representing intramolecular and inter-
molecular recognition.

Indeed, our methodology is based on the analogy be-
tween folding and binding. Great progress has been made
recently in protein folding using the statistical energy
landscape theory [6]. Similar to the biomolecular folding
problem, there also exists the problem of the Levinthal
paradox in binding [7]. The binding process in nature
happens in a biological time scale, while the searching
through all the possible configurational states takes cos-
mological time. To resolve this issue, the resulting binding
energy landscape naturally should have a funneled shape
towards the native binding state to guarantee the bind-
ability against the fluctuations or wiggles along the bind-
ing paths [see panel (a) of Fig. 1] [8]. In fact, it is the
purpose of this Letter to give a quantitative measure of
binding selectivity or specificity [8] from the energy
landscape theory of binding in parallel to the one given
in optimal folding [9].

Let us turn to a model Hamiltonian that describes
binding between two biomolecules. To first order approxi-
mation, we assume that the energetics that favors bring-
ing two or multiple residues close together from two
biomolecules is due mainly to the short-range hydropho-
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FIG. 1. Funneled energy landscape
of the biomolecular binding: panel
(a) shows the energy landscape of bind-
ing; panel (b) shows the density of
states of the corresponding land-
scape; panel (c) shows the free energy
profile for the corresponding land-
scape with respect to Q, the fraction
of native contacts with a barrier be-
tween the native and the non-native
states; panel (d) shows the free energy
profile in Q without a barrier. �E is
the gap and 	E is the spread or the
roughness of the energy landscape. Qg
is where the local trapping (local glass
transition) occurs.
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diffusional encountering process mainly due to the long-
range electrostatic steering and guiding because of its
limited contribution to the energetics. The form of inter-
action is ��ijk���p��i; �j; �k; . . . ; �p; ri; rj; rk; . . . ; rp�,
where �ijk���p is the multibody coupling strength. ri is
the position of the ith residue, and �i represents the
physical properties of the residue i, for example, hydro-
phobic charges, etc. Here we also assume that the environ-
mental solvent effects are already averaged out generating
the multibody cooperative hydrophobic interactions
among residues upon binding.

We may write down the Hamiltoninan energy function
of a binding complex as

H � �
X

ijk���p

�ijk���p�ijk���p; (1)

where �ijk���p � 1 when there is a multibody contact
adjacent in space made among monomers ijk � � �p be-
tween the two biomolecules in the binding complex and
�ijk���p � 0 otherwise.

P
for some indices (for example, i)

is up to N1, and
P

for other indices (for example, j) is up
to N2; N1 is the sequence length of one biomolecule and
N2 for another in the binding complex. �ijk���p is a random
variable due to the sequence and interaction heterogene-
ity. Notice that this is mathematically closely related to
the random energy model [10].

Suppose there exists a native configurational state n of
energy En. We can find the probability that configuration
a has energy Ea, given that a has an overlap Q with n,
where Q is the fraction of native contacts of state a: Q �
1
N

P
ij�

a
ij�

n
ij and N is the total number of native contacts.

Q can be used as an order parameter or a reaction coor-
dinate for the physical binding process that measures
how close the states are towards native state. Note that
for Q � 1, the state is in the native binding state and for
Q � 0, the configurations are in totally non-native un-
binding states.

The conditional probability is obtained directly by
averaging over the Gaussian distribution of contact en-
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ergy �ijk���p (
h��Ea�H�f�a

ijk���pg�
��En�H�f�n
ijk���pg�
i

h��En�H�f�n
ijk���pg�
i

). By approxi-

mating the cooperative multibody interactions �ijk���p in
the Hamiltonian into the factorization of pair interaction
terms �ij�jk . . . through a suitable decomposition law
such as in the superposition approximation in the theory
of fluid, the expression can be simplified as Pan�Ea;Q;En�

Pn�En�
�

exp�� ��Ea� �EE��Qm�1�En� �EE�
2

2N	�2�1�Q2�m�1��

, where m is the order of the

interactions (m � 2 for two body interactions, m � 3 for
three body interactions . . . , and m � p for p body inter-
actions), �EE is the average mean energy, and 	� is the
effective width of the energy distribution per contact.

The configurational entropy Stot as a function of simi-
larity Q with a given state is treated in detail by the
previous studies [11]. For binding, due to the geometrical
constraints, the slope of the entropy nearly linear in Q is
expected to be reduced, but the functional form remains
similar to folding except for some quantitative effects
of chain connectivity, translation, and rotation. Given
the Stot�Q� and conditional probability distribution ob-
tained earlier, the average numbers of states of energy
E and overlap Q with native state n are hn�E;Q; En�i �

exp�Stot�Q�
 P�E;Q;En�
P�En�

. This is effectively the micro-
canonical ensemble description of the thermodynamics.
At each stratum of the order parameter or reaction coor-
dinate Q, the set of states is modeled by a random energy
model. By the thermodynamic relation of @ loghn�E;Q;En�i

@E �

1=T, we can obtain the energy and entropy of the bio-
molecular binding complex as E�T;Q; En� �
�EEQm�1�En � �EE� � N	�2�1�Q2�m�1��

T and S�T;Q; En� �

Nstot�Q� � N	�2�1�Q2�m�1��
2T2 , where stot�Q� � Stot�Q�=N.

The entropy vanishes at a characteristic temperature:

Tg � 	�
�������������������
�1�Q2�m�1��
2stot�Q�

q
which signals the trapping of the

biomolecular binding complex into a low energy confor-
mational state within the stratum characterized by Q.
Notice that when Q � 0 (non-native unbinding states),
Tg � 	�

�����������������
1

2stot�Q�0�

q
.
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From the thermodynamic expression of energy and
entropy given above, we can easily obtain the expression
for the free energy per contact as

F
N
�T;Q;EN� � �Tstot�Q� �Qm�1��n

�
	�2

2T
�1�Q2�m�1��; (2)

where ��n � j�En � �EE�=Nj. The free energy is composed
of three terms, the entropy, the native driving force, and
the roughness contribution of the energy landscape. In
the parameter space in (��n;	�; T), the expression above
can have a double minimum structure in the reaction
coordinate Q with one minimum at low Q corresponding
to the non-native states separated by a barrier from an-
other minimum at high Q corresponding to the native
binding state. As the cooperativity measured by multi-
body interaction order m increases, the free energy mini-
mum of non-native states and native binding state shift
towards Q� 0 and Q� 1, respectively. To the extent
that this approximation is good (m ! 1), we can equate
the free energies of the non-native states and native bind-
ing state to obtain the the binding transition tem-
perature [F�Q � 0� � F�Q � 1�]: Tb �

��n
2stot�Q�0� �

�1
�������������������������������
1� 2stot�Q�0�	�2

��2n

q
�. Notice that when the order of

the interaction is finite, the free energy minimum is likely
to be at Q� q and Q� 1� q (wherereas 0< q � 1),
respectively, by setting @F

@Q � 0 and @2F
@Q2 > 0. By further

setting F�Q � q� � F�Q � 1� q�, one can show the
solution of the resulting equation for Tb approaches the
above expression when q ! 0, that is m ! 1.

Taking the ratio of binding temperature and trapping
temperature, we obtain

Tb=Tg�Q � 0� � �
���������������
�2 � 1

p
; (3)
Native
Binding
Phase

Un-binding
Phase

Glassy Trapping
Phase

T

T
δε

s tot

2s tot ∆ε

The Phase Diagram of Biomolecular Binding

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of biomolecular binding: the vertical
axis is the temperature scaled gap or the slope, and the
horizontal axis is the temperature scaled roughness of the
energy landscape.
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where � � ��n
	�

�����������������
2stot�Q�0�

p is the ratio of the energy gap

between the native state and the average of the energy
landscape spectrum and the ruggedness or the width
(spread) of the distribution of the energy landscape spec-
trum weighted by entropy per contact

��������������������������
2stot�Q � 0�

p
which is on the order of 1.

There are at least three possible thermodynamic
phases, the native binding, the non-native, and the glass
or trapping phase (see Fig. 2). Clearly, the binding tran-
sition temperature should be higher than the trapping
temperature in order to guarantee the specificity and to
avoid nondiscrimination with traps. In order to assure
that, the ratio Tb=Tg should be maximized. From the ex-
pression of Eq. (3), this is the equivalent of saying that �
should also be maximized. Therefore maximizing the
ratio of the energy gap (or the slope) versus the roughness
of the underlined energy landscape becomes the criterion
for the specificity of binding [see panel (b) of Fig. 1]. Only
the binding landscape satisfying this criterion will be able
to form a thermodynamically stable native complex and
bind specifically and, furthermore, survive the natural
evolution. This implies a funneled energy landscape of
binding analogous to folding where there is a directed
steep slope biasing towards the native binding state domi-
nating the fluctuations or wiggles superimposed on the
landscape. From this picture, at the initial stage of bind-
ing, there are multiple parallel paths leading towards the
native binding state. As the binding process progresses,
the discrete paths emerge and give dominant contribu-
tions only when the roughness of the landscape becomes
significant [12].

The optimization criterion above provides a quantita-
tive measure of specificity for biomolecular binding and
interactions. It is also potentially important for drug
screening. Instead of using only affinity or free energy
as the criterion for screening as is often seen in docking
studies, one can input the specificity constraints. This is
particularly relevant to the combinatorial synthesis [13]
searching through sequence space to find the best binding
ligand mimicking the natural evolution process.

The binding energy landscape can be divided into at
least two major classes in general: type I for the downhill
case without the free energy barrier and type II case with
the free energy barrier [see panels (c) and (d) in Fig. 1].
Notice that Tg is dependent on Q. There exists a possi-
bility that Tg�0�< Tb < Tg�Q�, in particular Qg. If Qg is
close to zero (non-native states) (type IC and type IIC),
then binding is trapped into the local minima at an early
stage of the binding process. If Qg is close to the native
state (type IB and type IIB), then at Q<Qg, there are
multiple paths leading to binding. Although the barriers
are high near Q > Qg, there are only limited numbers of
configurational space left to explore at this late stage of
binding and kinetic paths to the native state are discrete.
The kinetic process is expected to be nonexponential. If
Qg > 1 (type IA and type IIA), the landscape is smooth,
188101-3
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FIG. 3. Energy spectra and chemical structures for the pipe-
colinyl fragment (left) and the second fragment (right) of
size 14 heavy atoms, representative of molecules randomly
taken from the commercially available Fine Chemicals
Directory (MDL Information Systems, Inc., San Leandro,
CA). Energies of structures in the native binding mode, where
Rnative � 1:5 �A are collapsed into a single value. The stability
gap �E between the binding mode and the average binding
mode for the pipecolinyl fragment is indicated.
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multiple paths are funneled towards the native binding
state, and the kinetics is expected to be exponential.

As a practical example, we took a model system devel-
oped by one of the authors (G.V.) [8] previously. We have
performed a Monte Carlo multiple docking studies of the
ligand-protein binding process for small molecular frag-
ments in the FK506 inhibitor binding to the protein
FKBP12. The energy function is a coarse-grained knowl-
edge based one which includes intramolecular energy
terms for the ligand, given by torsional and nonbonded
functions and intermolecular ligand-protein steric and
hydrogen bond interaction terms calculated from a piece-
wise linear potential summed over all protein and ligand
heavy atoms. Both the common core recognition motif,
the pipecolinyl moiety, and another random fragment
(the ligand) have been chosen to dock to the FKBP12
protein. The binding energy spectrum was obtained and is
shown in Fig. 3. We have calculated the relative stability
gap as well as the roughness and the specificity ratio (gap
versus roughness) for both the recognition motif spec-
trum (left spectrum of Fig. 3, �E�17:3, 	E�4:08, �E=
	E�4:24) and the randomly chosen fragment spectrum
(right spectrum of Fig. 3, �E�5:7, 	E�2:98, �E=	E�
1:91). We notice that the spectrum for the recognition
motif has a significant energy gap between the native
binding mode and the binding states with the average
energy (the specificity ratio is significantly larger by a
factor of 2) with good structural consnsus, while the one
for the randomly chosen fragment does not and has poor
structural consensus in multiple docking simulations,
indicating a multitude of structurally different binding
modes. When including many more different random
fragments from the Fine Chemical Directory for the
docking studies, it appears that the nativeness (RMSD)
is monotonically correlated with the specificity measure
�E
	E . When �E

	E is large, then the RMSD is likely to be small
188101-4
(more native), or vice versa. This shows the necessarty of
a funneled binding energy landscape with a significant
energy gap to roughness ratio to realize the discriminat-
ing specificity.

In this study, we have confined ourselves to study the
binding dynamics of two already folded biomolecules. In
nature, folding and binding process can be dynamically
coupled. This is a more complicated and challenging prob-
lem currently under active investigation by the Wolynes
group at University of California at San Diego [14].
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